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Abstract: Strong couplings between cavity modes in photonic molecules 
formed by two preselected nearly identical microdisk microcavities with 
embedded quantum dots are investigated. By continuously tuning the 
refractive index of one microdisk, clear anticrossings in the resonant peak 
energies associated with crossings in the peak linewidths can be observed. 
The coupling strengths are extracted by the coupled mode theory and 
analyzed by the model considering the effective potential confining the 
electromagnetic waves in the microcavities. 
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1. Introduction 

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) coupled to an optical microcavity, known as a cavity 
quantum electrodynamics (QED) system, have been a research field of intense investigations. 
It offers a solid-state system not only for exploring the fundamentals of light-matter coupling 
[1,2], but also for applications in quantum information processing, such as single photon [3–5] 
sources for quantum cryptography [6]. A solid-state cavity QED system is also promising for 
quantum computation [7]. Two or more QDs can be coupled to each other via the same cavity 
field to realize parallel quantum-bit (qbit) operations [7,8]. However, practical 
implementations of multiple qbits operations remain difficult because of the technical 
challenges in selective addressing different QDs in a microcavity. Recently, some proposals 
turn to utilize individual quantum systems in different microcavities that are coupled to each 
other via the exchange of photons [9], i.e., forming so-called photonic molecules (PM) [10,11] 
or a photonic lattice [12]. Based on this scheme, addressing individual QDs with optical lasers 
in separate microcavities becomes easier. However, due to the limited fabrication accuracy 
and the inhomogeneous QD size distribution, it is still difficult to realize a pair of, or even an 
array of, coupled QD-cavity systems. More recently, a flexible way for the planar integration 
of microdisk (MD) microcavities was reported by Benyoucef et al [13]. In this scheme, 
individual MDs are transferred to a sapphire substrate and positioned into PMs by 
micromanipulations. This approach may practically overcome the difficulties arising from the 
cavity size and QD size fluctuations, because suitable MDs with QDs can be preselected 
before positioned into PMs. 

In this work, the coupling behaviors of optical modes in PMs formed by two preselected 
nearly identical MDs are investigated. Strong couplings between whispering-gallery modes 
(WGMs) with identical or different radial and azimuthal mode numbers are observed, 
resembling the hybridizations of different atomic orbits in real molecules. By using the 
coupled mode theory to analyze the anticrossing in resonance frequencies and the crossing in 
cavity decay rate, the coupling strengths of different modes can be extracted. The observed 
coupling strengths for different WGMs are explained by the “effective barrier” for the 
confined optical modes in individual MDs. 

2. Sample preparation and experimental setup 

The sample was grown on a GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy. It consists of a 600 
nm thick Al0.9Ga0.1As sacrificial layer on the substrate, followed by a 200 nm thick GaAs 
waveguide layer with a layer of InAs self-assembled QDs embedded in the middle. The 
sample was processed into MDs by using electron-beam lithography. The waveguide layer 
and the sacrificial layer were etched in a HBr-based etchant. The sacrificial layer underneath 
the MDs was then completely removed in a buffered oxide etchant, leaving an array of MDs 
on the GaAs substrate. To provide optical confinements, these MDs were transferred onto a 
sapphire substrate, using a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) layer as glue. These MDs were 
up-side-down pressed onto the sapphire substrate and baked at 130 °C for 2 minutes. Finally, 
the PMMA layer was then removed in an acetone solution, leaving MDs on the sapphire 
substrate. In the final procedure, the acetone solution was diluted properly with isopropyl 
alcohol. This can reduce the removing rate for the PMMA layer and hence preventing the 
MDs to flow rapidly away from the sapphire substrate in the solution. By optimizing the 
removing rate and the immersion time, the PMMA layer can be slowly but completely 
removed, while keeping about 75% of the MDs residing on the sapphire surface. The high 
transfer efficiency allows us to assemble PMs from preselected MDs with a higher 
throughput. Microphotoluminescence (μ-PL) measurements were carried out at room 
temperature by using either a He-Ne laser or a cw Ti:Sapphire laser as an excitation source. 
Emission signals were collected from the MD top and analyzed by a 0.5-m spectrometer 
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equipped with an InGaAs diode array. The optical emissions were collected without spatial 
filtering, i.e., the emissions from all portions of MDs or PMs were simultaneously detected. 

3. Experimental results and discussion 

Figure 1(a) shows the μ-PL spectra of two individual MDs. The diameters of the two MDs are 
about 3.6 μm, which have been determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) before 
transfer onto the sapphire substrate. Several sharp emission lines superimposing on the 
emission band of InAs QDs can be observed. These sharp lines are WGMs of the MD, which 

can be classified by transverse-electric-field (TE) modes, ,TE m , with  and m  denoting the 

radial and the azimuthal mode numbers, respectively. Here we defined the TE mode as an 
electromagnetic (EM) wave propagating along the disk plane with an electric field 
perpendicular to the growth direction. To identify the mode numbers of these peaks, three-
dimensional finite-difference time-domain (3D-FDTD) calculations considering a 200-nm-
thick GaAs MD with a diameter of 3.6 μm on a sapphire substrate have been performed. Our 
calculations suggest that the peaks shown in Fig. 1(a) are TE2,22, TE1,26, TE2,21, TE1,25, TE2,20 
and TE1,24 WGMs. We have also checked the polarization properties of these resonant peaks 
emitted from the MD edge. We conclude that no transverse-magnetic-field (TM) mode (i.e., 
with a magnetic field perpendicular to the growth direction) was observed in this spectral 
range. In fact, our calculations indicate that the MDs also support TM modes. However, since 
the spectral range investigated here is around the QD ground state, from which the emission is 
mainly polarized along the disk plane, the corresponding resonant peaks are therefore also 
dominated by TE modes. In Fig. 1(a), we intentionally select two MDs displaying resonant 
peaks at nearly identical wavelengths, indicating that the two MDs only have ~0.1% variation 

 

Fig. 1. (a) The micro-PL spectra of two individual MDs (MD1 and MD2). A simulated 
spectrum obtained from 3D-FDTD calculations is also shown. (b) The micro-PL spectra of 
MD1 and MD2 near the TE2,21 and TE1,25 modes before and after the two MDs were positioned 
to form a PM. The inset shows an image of the PM under an optical microscope. 
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Fig. 2. (a) A schematic for the two-laser scheme used for laser local heating of one MD. (b) and 
(c) are the micro-PL intensity maps of PM1 and PM2 as a function of the heating laser power. 

in diameter. After spectral measurements, the two MDs were positioned into an adjacent pair 
by using a fiber-tip manipulator, forming a closely spaced PM as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. 
The μ-PL spectra near the TE1,25 and TE2,21 WGMs of the two MDs before and after forming a 
PM are displayed in Fig. 1(b). After the two MDs were positioned together, both the TE1,25 
and TE2,21 modes shift slightly to a longer wavelength, indicative of mode couplings after PM 
formations. 

To control the mode coupling in PMs, we employed a two-laser scheme in our μ-PL 
measurements, as shown in Fig. 2(a). A first laser beam from a He-Ne laser was focused onto 
the middle of the two MDs for the excitation of both MDs. A second laser beam from a 
Ti:Sapphire laser (750 nm), which was off-axis slightly from the first laser beam, was focused 
onto one of the MDs for laser local heating. Increasing the heating laser power can increase 
the refractive index of one MD, and thereby the WGMs can be brought into exact resonance 
even though they are detuned slightly from one another before forming a PM. Figure 2(b) and 
2(c) show the contour plots of the PL intensity maps for two different PMs as a function of the 
heating laser power. Each WGM shows a pair of lines from different MDs, of which only the 
smaller MD was heated by the Ti:Sapphire laser [see Fig. 2(a)]. Some WGM pairs with larger 
initial detuning, such as the TE1,25 and TE1,26 modes of PM1, can be brought into resonance by 
the laser heating. A clear anticrossing with a minimal energy splitting can be observed at a 
certain heating power, indicative of a strong coupling between the WGM pair. However, for 
some WGM pairs with smaller initial detuning, (e.g., TE2,21 in PM1 or TE1,26 in PM2), their 
energy splittings become even larger with the increasing laser power, indicating that these 
WGM pairs are brought away from resonance by the laser heating. We noted that the heating 
induced energy shifts in PM1 and PM2 are not identical. This may arise from the different 
thermal contacts of the MDs with the sapphire substrate. 

The mode coupling in a PM can be described by the coupled mode theory. The 

eigenfrequencies of coupled modes 
 and 

 are given by 
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where 1,2  and 1,2  are the frequencies and damping rates of WGMs in uncoupled MD1 and 

MD2, respectively; and g  represents the coupling strength between the two MDs. From  

Eq. (1), the energies E
and linewidths 

  of coupled WGMs can be obtained from the real 

part and the imaginary part of 
, respectively. According to the sign of the expression 

under the square root at zero detuning ( 1 2  ) determined by g  and 1,2 , the coupling 

behaviors can be divided into two regimes: the strong and the weak coupling regimes. If 

1 2 / 4g    ,   exhibits normal mode splitting at 1 2  , corresponding to the strong 

coupling regime, where the cavity photons can coherently transfer between the two MDs 

before leaking irreversibly into the free space [14]. Conversely, if 
1 2| | /4g    , the square 

root in Eq. (1) becomes imaginary at 1 2  , so that the energy splitting disappears. This 

corresponds to the weak coupling regime, where the damping rates of the two MDs will be 
modified when they are on exact resonance [15]. 

In order to make a direct comparison of Eq. (1) with our experimental results, we use the 

relation 2

1 1( ) (0)E P E P P     to describe the energy shift of each mode as a function of 

laser power P  on one MD, where  and   are treated as fitting parameters in our analysis. 

Figure 3 displays the peak energies of the 

 

Fig. 3. (a) The peak energies of the upper and lower branches of the TE2,21 and TE1,25 WGMs in 
PM1 as a function of the heating laser power. (b) The corresponding energy difference between 
TE2,21 pair and TE1,25 pair (ΔE2,21 and ΔE1,25 respectively). (c) The evolution of the linewidths of 
the upper and lower branches of the TE1,25 mode with the heating laser power. 
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Fig. 4. (a) The evolutions of the peak energies of the TE2,21 and TE1,25 modes of PM1 with the 
heating laser power. (b) The corresponding energy differences between the TE2,21 pair, TE1,25 
pair and between the TE1,25-TE2,21 pair (ΔE2,21, ΔE1,25 and ΔE2,21-1,25 respectively) as a function 
of heating laser power. 

TE2,21 and TE1,25 WGMs of PM1 as a function of P . Lines are the best fitting curves obtained 
from Eq. (1). A clear anticrossing in the TE1,25 WGM pair is observed at 18P   mW, 

indicating that at which the TE1,25 modes of the two MDs are on exact resonance (i.e., 

1 2  ). The exact resonance can be confirmed by the energy splitting between the E
 and 

E
 branches of the TE1,25 mode, which also goes through a minimum of 1,25E  0.62 meV at 

18 mW [Fig. 3(b)]. For the TE2,21 WGM pair, a minimum splitting of 2,21 0.8E   meV was 

observed at 0P , indicating that they are already strongly coupled in the beginning. Apart 

from the energy splitting, we also observe a crossing in linewidths when two WGMs are on 
resonance. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3(c), where the linewidths of the TE1,25 WGM 
pair also exhibit a crossing at 18 mW, in agreement with the behavior predicted by Eq. (1). 
From the fittings of the energy anticrossing and the linewidth crossing, we can determine the 

coupling strengths, which are 1,25 0.32g   meV and 2,21 0.45g   meV for the TE1,25 and 

TE2,21 modes, respectively. It is worth to mention that the deduced coupling strengths are not 
equal to half of the measured energy splitting at exact resonance. From Eq. (1), one can see 

that when 1 2  , the normal splitting is not equal to 2g  because of in general 1 2  . 

Although we used a number of parameters in curve fittings, the estimated coupling strengths 
are still very rigid. Since the value of ћg is mainly influenced by the uncertainties in 
determining ћγ1 and ћγ2, the uncertainty in ћg will be small when ΔE is quite larger than  

ћ(γ1 γ2)/2. 
In Fig. 4, the evolutions of the TE2,21 and TE1,25 WGMs of PM2 are displayed. Both modes 

show an anticrossing, which is similar to the coupling behaviors observed in PM1, except for 
the different coupling strengths and the required heating powers for exact resonance due to the 
different inter-gap distances and thermal contacts with the substrate. The most interesting 
feature in Fig. 4 is that the upper branch of TE1,25 and the lower branch of TE2,21 also exhibit 
an anticrossing at 23P   mW. This indicates that strong coupling can also occur between 

different WGMs. By using a four-coupled-mode equation to analyze the data, the coupling 

strengths can be determined, which are 1,25 0.45g   meV, 2,21 0.86g   meV and 

1,25 2,21 0.76g    meV for the TE1,25, the TE2,21 and that between TE1,25 and TE2,21 modes, 

respectively. 
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From our measurements, we found that the coupling strengths of the second-order radial 
modes ( 2 ) are larger than that of the adjacent first-order radial modes ( 1 ). However, 
in Ref. 11 the second-order radial modes were found to have smaller energy splitting at 
resonant point. To have a better understanding about the coupling strengths of each WGM, 2D 
FDTD calculations considering a PM formed by two identical MDs with 3.6 μm diameters 
and an inter-gap of 75 nm have been performed. Here, the inter-gap is treated as an adjustable 
fitting parameter. The calculated energy splitting for the TE1,25, TE2,21, TE1,26 and TE2,22 are 
summarized in Fig. 5. Indeed, we found that the second-order radial modes have larger energy 
splittings, in consistence with our measurements. 

The coupling strength is determined by the overlap between the evanescent waves leak out 
of the two MDs at the gap. Therefore, to have a detailed understanding of the coupling 
strength, it is necessary to know the factors controlling the field intensity of each mode 
decaying into the free space. Instead of using numerical simulations [16], in the following we 
analyze the field decay in an analytical way, which can give insight into the key factor 
controlling the coupling strength. 

Let us consider a homogeneous MD with refractive index 
0n n  and radius a  in free 

space ( 1n  ). The wave equation for the field inside and outside the MD can be decomposed 

into an azimuthal part and a radial part. For the WGM with mode numbers ( ,m ), the radial 

equation for the field amplitude ( )R r  is given by [17,18] 

 
2

2 2

eff 2

1
[ ( )] ( ) ( ) 0,m

d d m
r R r k n R r

r dr dr r
     (2) 

where 
mk  is the wave vector and 

effn  is the effective refractive index, which is a function of 

r  and 
m  (the resonant wavelength of the mth mode). If we introduce an “effective potential”, 

 
2

2 2

eff eff 2
( ) (1 ) ,m

m
V r k n

r
     (3) 

and an “effective energy” 2

eff mE k  for the field, then Eq. (2) can be rewritten as the form of a 

Schrödinger-like equation: 

 
eff eff

1
[ ( )] ( ) ( ) ( ).

d d
r R r V r R r E R r

r dr dr
     (4) 
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Fig. 5. (a) The 2D FDTD calculations of a PM formed by two identical MDs with 3.6 μm 
diameters and an inter-gap distance of 75 nm. The numbers marked in brackets are the energy 

splittings of each WGM pairs. (b) The effective potential, in unit of 
2

mk , for the TE1,25 and 

TE2,21 modes in a MD with a diameter of 3.6 μm. (c) The field intensities of the TE1,25 and 
TE2,21 modes calculated from Eq. (4). The inset shows the field intensities in log scale for the 
TE1,25 and TE2,21 modes outside the MDs. 

Because 
effn  changes abruptly at the boundary of the disk-air interface, a discontinuity in 

effV  occurs at r a , giving rise to a potential well for the field inside the MD, as shown in 

Fig. 5(b) for the TE1,25 and TE2,21 modes in a MD with 1.8 μma  . In this sense, 

2 2

eff eff eff( / ) (2 / )mV E m a n     defines an effective barrier height for a given mode. Since 

eff( / 2 ) 2mm n a   due to the standing wave conditions, the effective barrier height will 

scale as 2m  for a given disk size a . This means that a higher-order azimuthal mode will 

experience a higher effective barrier and, as a result, have a smaller coupling strength with the 
adjacent MD due to the less evanescent wave leaked into the MD gap. On the other hand, for 
WGMs with the same m  but different  in a MD, a higher-order radial mode with an inner 

orbital will experience a lower effective barrier and hence being less confined at the MD edge. 
For the TE1,25 and TE2,21 modes shown in Fig. 5(b) as an example, we can see that the 
effective barrier height for the TE1,25 mode is significantly higher than that for the TE2,21 
mode. Because their resonant wavelengths are quite close, the effective barrier height is 

mostly determined by the azimuthal mode number m  and increases with 2m . The effective 

barrier heights for the TE1,25 and TE2,21 modes shown in Fig. 5(b) have a ratio of about 1.57, 

which is roughly equal to
2(25 / 21) ~ 1.4  estimated from the ratio of 2m . In Fig. 5(c), the 

field intensities of the TE1,25 and TE2,21 modes calculated from Eq. (4) are displayed. As 
anticipated, the TE2,21 mode with an inner orbital is less confined. Thereby, the field intensity 
of the TE2,21 mode outside the MD show a slower decay than that of the TE1,25 mode. The 
analytical calculations illustrated here qualitatively explain why the second-order radial 
modes ( 2 ) show larger coupling strengths than the adjacent first-order modes ( 1 ). 

4. Conclusions and outlook 

Strong couplings between whispering-gallery modes in photonic molecules formed by two 
preselected nearly identical microdisk microcavities have been investigated. Clear 
anticrossings in the resonant energies associated with crossings in the peak linewidths were 
observed. Strong coupling can occur not only between identical modes, but also between 
those with different radial and azimuthal mode numbers. The observed energy anticrossing 
and the linewidth crossing can be well described by the coupled mode theory, by which the 
coupling strengths of different modes can be extracted. We found that the coupling strengths 
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of second-order radial modes ( 2 ) are larger than that of the adjacent first-order radial 
modes ( 1 ). The physical origin of the different coupling strengths have also been 
elucidated by the effective barrier for the confined electromagnetic waves in the microdisk. 

The observed coupling strengths can be up to 0.32 meV ( / 2g  77 GHz) for the first-order 

radial mode and 0.86 meV ( / 2g   208 GHz) for the second-order radial mode. The 

coupling strengths of optical modes are nearly an order of magnitude higher than the dot-
cavity coupling strength (10-30 GHz) that has been realized thus far. If the dot-cavity strong 
coupling can be further achieved in each microdisk, it is possible to realize a longer-distance 
coupling between two quantum dots in different locations. However, due to the requirement of 
spectral and spatial matching between the dot and cavity modes, a very low yield can be 
expected. Our experimental approach, which allows assembling photonic molecules out of 
preselected microdisks, combined with techniques of local addressing individual quantum 
dots and resonant modes in each cavity, may provide a shortcut to this goal. The highly 
flexible and controllable photonic-molecule systems investigated here are thus very promising 
for realizing the transfer of quantum information between different quantum dots located in 
different cavities mediated by the strong photon-field coupling. 
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